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In this paper, we establish the almost sure convergence of KY-valued sequences generated by a particular class of 
stochastic algorithms and we apply this result to a stochastic approximation type EM algorithm for the mixture 
problem. 
Monte Carlo EM algorithms * stopping times * mixtures of distributions 
0. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of a sequence { $I,,, II E Ni) 
of kY’-valued r.v.‘s generated by an algorithm of the following form: 
4J 
T( 4% ) + x, V( 4,,3 G (4~)) ifT(~,,,)+y,,V(~~,z,,(~,,))EG, 
,,+I 
= 40 otherwise , 
(0.1) 
where G is a compact subset of iw”, d>, 1, T is a C’ function [w”+ [Wd, (‘y,,, n E N) is a 
sequence of positive constants decreasing to zero, Vis a measurable mapping G X [Wd --) Iw”, 
and for each 4 E G, (z,,( qb), n E N) denotes a sequence of independent iWd-valued r.v.‘s. 
We establish in Theorem 1 that, under suitable conditions, the sequence +,, converges 
almost surely (a.s.) to a stable fixed point of T. This result is obtained for a general class 
of stochastic algorithms but the main application concerns stochastic versions of the Expec- 
tation Maximization algorithm (EM) (Dempster, Laird and Rubin, 1977), namely the 
Stochastic Approximation EM algorithm (SAEM) (Celeux and Diebolt, 1991) and the 
Monte Carlo EM algorithm (MCEM) (Tanner and Wei, 1991) . For a monography intro- 
ducing a review of these algorithms and related topics, see, e.g., Tanner ( 199 1) . 
On the one hand, the SAEM algorithm introduced by Celeux and Diebolt ( 1993) is 
exactly of the form (0.1). In the mixture of distributions problem, Celeux and Diebolt have 
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proved the almost sure convergence of the SAEM sequence but their proof is crucially 
depending on the boundedness property of the r.v.‘s V( 4,,, z,,( +,,) ) involved by the mixture 
context. In Theorem 1 this boundedness property is relaxed and replaced by a weaker 
condition (see (C 11) ) on the rate of decay of the tail probabilities of the r.v.‘s V( $J,,, 
z,,( +,,) ). Then, it allows us to extend the field of application of the SAEM algorithm to 
incomplete data problems in which the r.v.‘s V( $,,, z,,( +,,)) are no longer uniformly 
bounded, for instance censored data and missing values in multivariate samples. 
On the other hand, the MCEM algorithm has been introduced by Wei and Tanner ( 199 1) 
but no convergence result concerning this algorithm has been established yet. In the second 
part of this paper, we focus on the mixture of distributions problem and we prove in 
Proposition 2 that the MCEM sequence can be expressed under the form (0.1) . Then, using 
Theorem 1, we prove the almost sure convergence of this algorithm in Theorem 2. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, after introducing some notations and 
basic assumptions, we state Theorem 1 as well as relative technical lemmas and we briefly 
sketch the main steps of the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 2 we give the proofs of our 
results. Finally, Section 3 is devoted to an application: in the mixture context, we establish 
the almost sure convergence of the MCEM algorithm. 
All the detailed proofs of our results can be found in Biscarat ( 1992). 
1. Results 
For simplicity’s sake we set V,, = V( 4,,, z,,( &) ) . We denote by B( x, r) the open ball with 
center x and radius r, B(x, r) = {x+ h, I(h(J <r), where \(x(J = (x, x) “’ is the Euclidean 
norm on R“, and by [u] the larger integer <u. 
A fixed point 6 of T is said to be stable if and only if all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian 
matrix DT( 4) have modulus smaller than one; unstable if and only if there exists at least 
one eigenvalue of DT( 4) whose modulus is larger than one; indifferent if and only if all 
the eigenvalues of DT( 4) have modulus equal to one. We denote by F, FS, FU and FI the 
sets of the fixed points, stable fixed points, unstable fixed points and indifferent fixed points 
of T contained in G, respectively. 
Assumptions on T 
(C 1) For any fixed point 4 of T, the Jacobian operator DT( 4) is diagonalizable and its 
eigenvalues are positive real numbers. 
(C2) For any fixed point $ of T, there exists a symmetric definite positive matrix A 
(depending on Cp) such that 
(DT( 4) . II, L,),., = (u, DT( 4) . L’)~ for all u, L’ E Rd , 
where ( . , )A denotes the inner product defined by (u, LI),, = (A. u, ~1). 
(C3 ) There exists a positive real number r such that B( T( 4), Y) C G for all $E G. 
(C4) The set F is finite, FS is non-empty and FI is empty. 
Furthermore, we assume that there exists a C’ real-valued function L defined on G such 
that: 
(CS) For any fixed point $ of T, the matrix D”( LT- L) ($) is definite positive, where 
LT denotes L 0 T. 
(C6) Forany+EGsuchthatT(4)#4wehaveL(T(+))>T(4). 
(C7) For any fixed point 4 of T, the Jacobian operator DL( 4) = 0 (i.e. 4 is a stationary 
point of L). 
Remark 1.1. In the mixture context, if T is the operator of the EM algorithm, conditions 
(C I), (C2), (C6) and (C7) are satisfied and (CS) can be replaced by the following weaker 
condition: the operator D*L( 4) is regular (see Redner and Walker, 1984, and Celeux and 
Diebolt, 1991). In a forthcoming work, we will prove that, under a stronger condition than 
condition (Cl I ) below, (C4) can be partially relaxed. 
Assumptions on the sequence y,, 
Letting r,, = n “I’, where S,, is a suitable positive constant defined in (2.2): 
(C8) The sequence ( y,,r,,, n E N ) i 0 and Cc=,, y,, r,, = x. 
(C9) There exists an integer d,, > 2 such that y,, r:” = o( 1) and ( -y,, r$“) _ ’ = o( r,,) 
Remark 1.2. It can be checked that, if y,, is of the form IZ _ ’ for some 0 < 8 < 1 + S,,, then 
the assumptions (C8). (C9) and (C 10) are satisfied. 
Assumptions on the sequence V,, 
(Cll) C sup P(IIV(& z,,(4))II >kr,,) <XI for all k>O. 
,r={j 4eG‘ 
( C 12) For any +* E FR, there exist two positive constants a and p and an integer a0 such 
that, for all n > n,,, 
inf Pi(V(h z,,($)), ~4>,, >a1 >P, inf P((V(h z,,(4)), ujA < -aI >p, 
IbEG cptc 
where A =A ( +*) has been introduced in (C2) and u satisfies 11 u/IA = 1 and DT( 4*) . II = Au 
for some h> 1. 
Before stating Theorem 1, we prove in Proposition 1 below that, after a finite number of 
iterations, the algorithms remains almost surely in G. Thus, in the sequel, we will consider, 
without loss of generality, that +,, always lies in G. 
Proposition 1. There exists a.s. a finite stopping time N such that, for all n > N, the erlent 
i T( 4,) + xz V,, E Gl emus. 
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Proof. By (C3), 
Thus, combining (C8), (C 11) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 1. For any 4” E G the sequence { $I,, n E N} defined by (0.1) converges a.s. to a 
stable$xed point of T. 
For simplicity’s sake, we will make use of the following notations: 
FP(,= u w#dGJ, 
~EFU 
(1.1) 
E’,,(~)=G\(x~R~such that 1(x-4, u)~( <-ynr$‘), (1.2) 
where u is a unit vector such that DT( 4) . u = Au for some h > 1; 
dn(ff, 4,) 
= (A @B($3, ffv%iiW 
-C 
pc, (hnt,, EB(4, =I, 
> 
. (1.3) 
The proof of Theorem 1 is organized as follows: 
Step 1. We establish that & a.s. remains in the sets G\,%%, after a finite time. This first 
step is divided into three parts: 
Part I. We prove in Lemma 1 that, for each $EFU, &r as. visits the sets G\B( 4, 
-j,,m) infinitely often (i.0.). 
Part 2. We prove in Lemmas 2 and 4 that, for each 4 E FU, 4,, as. visits the sets 
C,( 4) i.o. Then, from (CS), we deduce that for each $E FU and H> 1, & a.s. visits the 
sets G\B( C#J, H\ly,r,) i.o. 
Part 3. We prove in Lemmas 6, 7 and 8 that, for each +E FU, there exists a suitable 
constant H such that the events &‘,( H, 4) occurs a.s. for a finite number of n’s at most. 
Note that in Step 1 we will make use of a crucial but technical result postponed to the 
Appendix (Corollary A) in the interest of clarity. 
Step 2. We establish in Lemma 9 that 4,, a.s. visits the sets 9, i.o. Then, from the first 
step, we deduce that $I,, a.s. visits the sets FP’“, i.o. 
Step 3. We establish in Lemma 10 that, for each +E FS, if 4, enters B( 4, 6) for 
some n sufficiently large, then it remains there a.s. Finally, collecting the results obtained 
in Steps 1, 2 and 3, we complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
Before stating these lemmas we need to introduce some additional notation: 
%=(&-+*,u)~ and w,,=(V,,,m>,, (1.4) 
where c$* E F and u is unit eigenvector of DT( $*); 
E=IIqnI>xlCl and C~=~ls,,I<r,,Cl 3 
where p is a positive integer; 
G,=G\U B(4> 6). 
dfZF 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Lemma 1. For any unstablefixed point +* of T, there exists as. a finite stopping time n, 
such that, tf 
7, =inf(k>n,: )qk( <y,r,} and 5, =inf(k>T,: )qk( >ykrk}, 
then 
Lemma 2. For any unstable fixed point 4% of T, there exists a.s. a finite stopping time n2 
such that for all integers p < d,, and n > n2 we hare 02 fi C:’ ’ CD:: + , . 
Lemma 3. Let (x,,, n E N} be a sequence of constants satisfjGng the following condition: 
(1.7) 
Then, there exists a constant K > 0 such that for 
for all integerp ,< do and n > n3, if 
i-d =inf(k>n: ykr$ < (qx 1 < yxr$+‘) 
and 
& =inf(k>q: (qk) 651 nr:‘, yAr;“[) , 
then 
Lemma 5. There exist a.s. a finite stopping time ns and a real number /? > 0 such that for 
all integer n > n5 we have 
Lemma 6. For any unstuble fixed point 4* of T, there exist as. a jnite stopping time nh 
and an integerp,, such thatfor all n > n6 if 
7c, =inf{k>n: c#+ eZB(@, &)] 
then 
{. 
,‘<I 
h -1 n n f&,-c, EG,+,l , = 0 > 
Lemma 7. For any unstable fixed point c$* of T, there exist as. a finite stopping time n, 
and a real number H > 1 such that for all n > n,, if we define 
r7 =inf{k>n: qbA @B(I$*, \ly,r,) and $A-t EB($J*, =)I / 
then 
Lemma 8. For any unstable fixed point c$* of T, there exists as. a finite stopping time n8 
such that for all n > n,, if we define 
78=inf(k>n: 4kEB(4*, 6); qLi eB(4*, 611 
and 
&=inf(k>rx: &EB(4*, H&j}, 
then 
Lemma 9. There exists as. afinite stopping time n, such that, for all integer m > n9, there 
exists an integer n > rn such that +,, E G,,. 
Lemma 10. Let [x,,, n E N ) be a sequence of constunts such that 
(1.8) 
x,1+ I 
lim - =I. 
II 4 x X,? 
For any stable fixed point 4* of T, there exists a norm N” on R” such that for any c > 0, 
there exists a.s. a finite stopping time n ,(, such that for all n > n ,(, we haL)e 
2. Proofs of the results 
Proof of Theorem 1. We start by proving the following result. 
Result 1. With probabilip one, the sequence +,, ultimately does not LGsit .%-Y/,,. 
Proof. Since FU is finite, the proof of Result 1 will be completed if we prove that a.s. for 
each 4* E FU, +,, ultimately does not visit B( 4*, 6). Therefore, in view of Lemma 8, 
it suffices to prove that for each +* E FU, if $,? enters B( 4*, 6 ) for some n sufficiently 
large, then as. it escapes from B( +*, H&) after a finite time. whatever the constant 
H > 1. Assume that &, enters B( (b*, 6 ) at the time 7 with T> n, for 1 < i< IO, where 
n, has been defined in Lemma i, 1 <i < 10. We have to distinguish two different cases: 
Case 1: $7~ ( ) q7 ] < y7r7). Then, by Lemma 1, there exists a.s. a finite ,$> r such that 
48 { 19fl a ?/crf). 
If 4$B( 4*, H\lry ), then Result 1 is proved. 
If ${ EB( +*, H Y -ycrrys), then, in view of (C9) and ( 1 S), there exists an integer p < do 
such that +*E 02 f? C$+ ’ But +,? escapes as. from Cf:” ’ after a finite time: Indeed, if 
5% E r-l,,,, I, Cl’+’ then, by Lemma 2, we would have +,! E n,,, <( 06 I” C!:” ), which by 
Lemma 4 is impossible. Hence, using the same arguments as above we obtain that &+,, 
escapes a.s. from l_I$= , (DT+,, n CF>,,’ ) at a finite 12, and since by (C9), ykt$“‘+’ > 
H& for k large enough, the proof of Case 1 is completed. 
Case 2: $,G ( (qr[ <yg-,}. Then, in view of (C9) and (IS), 47~ t-l:;‘=, (Dz n 
,,1 + I 
C, ), so we are again in the same situation as in Case 1 above, consequently the proof 
of Result I is completed. 0 
Now let us return to the proof of Theorem 1: Result I asserts that there exists a.s. a finite 
0 such that, for all n > 0, 4,, E EY,,. By Lemma 10, for any +* E FS and any c > 0, there 
exists as. a finite nlo( 4*) such that, for all n > nIo( 4*), 
Now, let ri = max( 0, n,. max,+* EFSn,O ( 4”) ). Notice that, since FS is finite, li is as. finite. 
Moreover, Lemma 9 and Result 1 entail that there exists n > fi such that $,, E .YP,7 n G,. 
Consequently, there exists 4* E FS such that &,, EB( 4*, 6). Since all the norms on 
KY’ are equivalent, it follows that N *( +,? - (p*) <b * 6 for some positive constant b * 
Finally by Lemma 10 we obtain N *( 4k - 4*) <b * 6 for all k> n. So Theorem 1 is 
established. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 1. First, we need to introduce the following notation: 
PI- I 
j,=[blogn] and E=n-l+ Cjx, 
k=l 
(2.1) 
where b is a suitable positive constant defined in the Appendix. Also, S( 6) denotes the set 
of the eigenvalues of DT( 4) larger than one, and ho = min,, rS( 4). The real number S,, 
such that r,, = n ‘I, satisfies the following relation: 
0 < a,, <b log ho . (2.2) 
Consider an unstable fixed point, @, of T and an eigenvector, ~1, of DT( (b*) such that 
DT(~*).u=h.uwithh>l.By(C2), 
qn+1 =4,1 -tO(%? -+Y,,W,, 1 
from which it follows that 
(2.3) 
,,I - I 
clti+j,,=A’“q,~+ C hk[O(4~+,,,-k~~)+?/,i+j,,~k-~w,i+,,,-k~~I 
k=O 
(2.4) 
Now, set 0, = ( 1 q,, ( < y,y,lr,, for all n > t) It suffices to prove that for any t > 0, P( 0,) = 0. 
We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exists t> 0 such that P( L?,) # 0. Then, 
from Corollary A in the Appendix, P( a, n ( lim sup,, _ -L ( E,,,j,, ) } f 0. For each w E 0, n 
{ lim sup,, + _ (E,,,j,,)), there exists n >O such that o~0,f-l (E,,,j,,}. From (2.4) and (ClO) 
it follows that ) q,i+,,,( co) 1 2 icrAj”- ’ Y,~+~,, which, by (2.2) and (CIO), implies that 
I qri+jst( W) I 2 Y,i+,,,, rji+,,, for all n large enough. Therefore, we obtain a contradiction with 
the assumption that w is in 0,. q 
Proof of Lemma 2. Consider an unstable fixed point, 4*, of T and an eigenvector, II, of 
DT( (b*) such that DT( 4”) . u = AU with A > 1. By (2.3) and (C9) there exists n > 0 such 
that, for all integers p < d,, and n large enough, 
f(D!;ncf:+‘n{D!:+, }‘)~supP(IlV(~,z,,(~))II>77r~)’ 
dEG 
The Borel-Cantelli lemma and (Cl 1) entail that, for any p,<d,, there exists as. a finite 
N(p) such that for all n > N(p), Zl!: n Ci:’ ’ CD{+, Finally, taking n2 = max,,.dc, {N(p) ) 
completes the proof. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 3. Consider a fixed point, $*, of T and a sequence, x,,, satisfying ( I .7). 
Since DT( 4) is continuous, there exist positive constants K and 77 such that 
Then, using the Borel-Cantelli lemma and ( 1.7), completes the proof. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 4. This proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 and is omitted here. q 
Proof of Lemma 5. From Celeux and Diebolt ( 199 1, Lemma 1) and (C5) there exists a 
constant (Y> 0 such that we have, for IZ sufficiently large, that 
inf {(LT-L)(+)l>ay,r,,, 
dEG,> 
which, using a quadratic Taylor expansion of L about T( &) , implies that 
(~~,GG,}c(L(~~+,)-L(~,,,)~cuY,,r, 
+r,DL(T(~~)+f,,y,,V,).V,,) > (2.5) 
where t, E ] 0, 1 [ and n is large enough. Moreover, if p is a constant such that 0 < p < (Y, 
P(cuy,,r,+y,DL(T(~,,)+r,y,V,).V,,<py,r,,) 
G ,,,P( IIV(A z,,(4)) II > !h,,> > 
E 
where $is a positive constant. Then, by (C 1 1 ), the Borel-Cantelli lemma and (2.5) together 
complete the proof. 0 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let $* be a fixed point of T. For simplicity’s sake, throughout this 
proof we will make use of the following notation: 
B=B($*, G) 1 .8=W4”, K\ly,r,l , 
It is enough to proof that there exists an integer p. > 0 such that 
gc-6 = -t u 4,+,x, :)-L(4”)>~~(L(4)}-L(4”) . E > 
But, by Lemma 3, it suffices to prove that there exists p,, > 0 such that 
gT6 = 
{ 
u 4,+/J -u 4,) 
‘sup IL($) -U4”) I + sup IU4) -U4”) I 
4EB 4e.B > 
The proof then follows from ( C7), ( ClO) and Lemma 5. 0 
Proof of Lemma 7. This result is a direct consequence of Lemma 3 and (C 10). 0 
Proof of Lemma 8. Throughout this proof, we denote 
A’=(4--ln -31, lh,tGJ}. c 
By Lemmas 6 and 7, there exists p. > 0 such that r, +po < & and 
.flc 
{ 
U&+,,,,) > 
&Bz%z (U4)1 > 
Consequently, by Lemma 5 the sequence ( 4e+j,_i E N I cannot enter B( $*, 6 1 before 
visiting U 6a E F,ti + +* B(c$ ‘, I/;=). But, since F is finite we have 
./&?c ( n,%+i+, (+ E G, } ] for each I and 4 sufficiently large. Moreover, (C7) and Lemma 
5 imply that 1 can be chosen such that 
which entails that 
Proof of Lemma 9. Let I> 0 be such that P(n, < t) ZO. Suppose that P( n, ,,( & E 
G,))#0andconsiderw~n,:,,(~)kEGk).FromLemma5and(C8), 
lim L( 4,,( 0) ) a inf {L( 4) I+ p lim 
II - = $bEti I,‘% (,g, 4 == 1 
which contradicts the boundedness of L on G. q 
Proof of Lemma 10. Let x,? be a sequence satisfying ( 1.8) and consider a stable fixed 
point, +*, of T and the spectral radius, A*, ofDT($*) andletq>Obesuchthath*+q<l. 
From Ciarlet ( 1985), there exists a matricial norm I”*, depending on +* and 7, subordi- 
nated to a norm N * on R”, such that _V* (DT( 4”) ) < A* + 77. Let J,, denote the event 
(N * ( c$,, - 4*) < cx,,], where c > 0. Then, we have 
Finally, by ( 1.8) , an application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma completes the proof. q 
3. Applications 
In the mixture of distributions problem, Biscarat, Celeux and Diebolt ( 1991) introduced in 
a detailed way the simulated annealing version of the MCEM algorithm of Wei and Tanner 
( 1991). In this section, we first briefly recall their results in orderto prove that this algorithm 
can take the form (0.1). Then, we check that the assumptions ensuring the validity of 
Theorem 1 are satisfied, which enables us to establish the almost sure convergence of the 
MCEM sequence. 
The observed KY-valued sample x = (x, , . . , xN) is assumed to be drawn from the mixture 
density 
h(x) = 5 p%(x, a”) ( 
L=I 
where the mixing weights pk satisfy 0 <pk < 1 and sum to one and the densities h(x, a’) 
are distinct members of the same exponential family: The generic density h(x, a) has the 
form 
h(x, a) =D(a)-‘T(X) exp(aTb(x)) , 
where CI is a vector of IRS, aT denotes the transpose of a and 7: R’+ [w and b: I%‘+ I%” are 
functions. We have to estimate the parameter 4 = (p ‘,. ., pK, a ‘,. ., a K, E [w”, where 
d=K+SK. 
First we describe the incomplete data structure of the problem. Let y= (x, z) = 
t (4, z, ), i = 1,. ., N) denote the complete data, where the vector of indicator variables 
z,= (+,j= l,..., K) is defined by zv= 1 or 0 according as whether X, has been drawn from 
the density h(x, a’) or not. The r.v.‘s :, ,. . ., z,,, are i.i.d. following a multinomial distribution 
consisting of one draw from K categories with probabilities p I,. . ., pK respectively. 
Suppose that y has been generated from the density g(y, 4) and let k(zlx; C#J) be the 
conditional density of z given x. 
The EM algorithm is directed at finding the global maximizer, or at least a local maximizer 
of the likelihood function (1.f.) L of the observed data X. The EM method replaces the 
maximization of the unknown 1.f. g(y, 4) of the complete data by successive maximizations 
of the conditional expectation of log g(y, 4’) given x for the current fit do,,, of the parameter. 
Let Q( 4, 4 ‘) denote the conditional expectation of log g(y, (b ‘) given x for the value 
4 of the parameter, i.e. Q( 4, 4 ‘) = E(log g(y, 4 ‘)/w; 4). We have in the mixture setup. 
Q(4, # ‘)= c 2 t’(xi)(logp’j+logh(x;,u”)) 1 
,=I ,=I 
where t/(x;) = k( z//x,; 4) if z,, = I is the posterior probability that X, has been generated 
from the jth component. 
Starting from an initial position &, the nth iteration $,,,+ , = T( &,,) of EM can be sum- 
marized as follows (see, e.g., Titterington, Smith and Makov, 1985): 
E step: Compute Q( 4, 4,,). This reduces to computing the posterior probability 
t!,(q) fori=l,..., Nandj=l,..., K 
r;‘,(x,) = 
p:,fv4. a!,) 
CL ,P:,h(x,, 4,) 
(3.1) 
M step: Choose 4,, + , to maximize Q( $,,, 4) in 4, which provides: 
Pin+, = 
cy_, t!(x;) 
N 
forj= I,..., K. 
and 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
The MCEM algorithm is obtained by incorporating a Monte Carlo (MC) step between the 
E and the M steps. More precisely, starting from the initial value &, the nth iteration 
d%++,,+r of MCEM can be described as follows: 
E.~tep:Computet~,(x,),i=l,..., Nandj=l,..., K,asin (3.1). 
MC step: For i= I ,. ., N, draw a sequence (e,(x,, &), r= 1,. ., p,,} of i.i.d. random 
indicator variables e,(x,, +,,,) = (eb(x;, &,),. ., eF(x,, &,)) from a multinomial distribution 
with parameters t,‘,(x,),..., tf(x;), where p,, is a sequence of integers such that P,~+” as 
n-+m. If 
C?= I e’,(x;, A) 
N 
>c(N) for all Y= l,..., /.L,, and allj= I,..., K, (3.4) 
where c(N) is a suitable constant satisfying 0 <c(N) < $, then go to the M step below. If 
N-‘~~‘,e~.(x,,~,,)<c(N)forsomer=l,..., p,,andsomej=l,..., K,thendrawthenew 
variables ei(x,, +,,,) from some preassigned distribution such that condition (3.4) holds. 
M step: Compute &, + , as follows: 
Id+, = 
a:,+, = 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Before stating the main results of this section, we need the following notation where the 
integers j and r run in ( I ,. . ., K} and in ( 1,. ., p,,}, respectively. 
T’( +,,,) = N -cF=, ti,(x;) denotes thejth component of 7’( $,2). 
TKt’( +,,) = N - ‘Cr=, ti,(.x,)b,(x,) denotes the S-dimensional EM estimate of a’ updated 
from (p,I. 
f {-( +,,) = N _ ‘c:=, e’,.(x,, +,,) is the frequency of the attributions of xi to the jth com- 
ponent for the rth drawing of the nth step of the algorithm. 
,[r(+j( +,,) =N -‘Cy= ,e:(x,, &)b,(xi) is an R”-valued r.v. 
f ‘,( $,,) =f $( &,) - T’( $,,) is the centered r.v. corresponding tof.l( 4,:). 
f r”( $,,) =f :‘I( $,,) - TK+j( +,,,) is the centeredR”-va1uedr.v. corresponding tof K+‘. 
Al, = TJ( &,)f f”( (b,,) -f !.( q5,,) TK+‘( c#J,,) is an IRS-valued r.v. 
n!,( &,) = T’( 4,,,,) { p,; ’ cf22 ,f’J qh,,) is a real-valued r.v. 
Transforming (3.5) and (3.6) by some elementary calculations, we obtain: 
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Proposition 2. The sequence +,, generated by MCEM can be expressed as 
where U( 4, Z,, ( 4) ) = U,, is a sequence oj’[w “-calued r.Ll.‘s such that 
u,, = (Uj ,,..., ui, )..., ufi, z/f” )..., u;” ,..., UZ”) , 
where 
is a real-Lalued r.L’., and 
is an S-dimensional random L,ector. 0 
Before stating Theorem 2 we need to introduce the following facts and additional notation: 
A{:‘denotesthetthcomponentof&\forr=I ,..., /-~,,,j=l,..., Kandt=l,,.., S. 
Facts. The centered real-valued r.v.‘s fj, ( 4),. ., ,f i,,,( +), as well as the centered real- 
valuedr.v.‘sA$‘(4) ,..., A;,,,(4) arei.i.d. foreach 4EG,j= I,..., Kandt= I ,..., S. 
For each integerp > 0, the functions 4 + E If I( 4) [“and (p + E 1 A$‘( 4) 1” are continuous 
on G. 
By the S.L.L.N., @,( 4) converges a.s. to n’( 4) = (T,j( $) /N)CE, t/(x,, 4) for all 4 
in G. 
Condition (3.4) ensures that & remains in some compact subset G of (w” and that there 
exist positive constants A and B such that for all j = 1,. . , K, 4 in G and integer n > 0, 
A,<fl!,l$l ,<B. (3.7) 
Theorem2. Iftheoperator Tsatisfies (C3)-( C4), thesequence y,, = ,u,; ‘I2 satisjies (CS)- 
(C9) and (ClO) and the log-likelihood$mction L is such that the operator D’L( 4) is 
regular then the sequence 4,,, generuted bJ MCEM comlerges U.S. to a local maximizer of 
L, whaterser its sturting poirlt &,. 
Proof. We prove that under the assumptions of Theorem 2, we can apply Theorem 1. This 
enables us to conclude the proof since, from Celeux and Diebolt ( 1993, Proposition I), the 
stable fixed points of Tare the proper maximizers of the log-likelihood function. Thus, by 
Remark 1.1, it is enough to prove the following two points. 
( i) The sequence U,, satisfies (C 11) . 
( ii) The sequence U,, satisfies (C 12). 
Proof of ( i). It is enough to establish that each component of U,, satisfies (C I 1) But, 
for the k first components U{, of U,,, the Chebyshev’s and the Dharmadhikari and Jogdao’s 
inequalities (see Dharmadhikari and Jogdao, 1969, or Petrov, 1975, p. 60) imply 
where K’(p) is a positive constant and p an integer larger than 1 /I$,. Moreover, by (3.7) 
the other components of U,, satisfy 
Thus, using the same arguments as above completes the proof. 
Proofof( ii). For simplicity’s sake, we set throughout his proof Q,, = (u. U( &Z,,( $) ) ),,. 
There exists ( LY,,. ., q,) E Rid such that 
Let 
and 
where 
The proof is organized as follows: 
Step I. We prove that there exist a, > 0 and p, > 0 such that 
inf P(Q!, >a,) >p, and inf P(Q,‘, < -a,) >p, 
IbEG +a<; 
Step 2. We establish that, for any 6> 0, SUP+,~ P( 1 Qi ) > 6) + 0 and n +x. 
Step 3. Using the results of the two previous steps, we achieve the proof. 
Proof of Step I. Denoting 
Q!,hastheformQ:,=(l/~)C~~,W,(~),wherether.v.’sW,.(~),r=l,..., &,arei.i.d. 
and nondegenerate, whereas the functions 4 -E(IW,(4)I’) and 4-tE((W,($)13) are 
continuous on G. Thus, using Berry-Esseen inequality we obtain the result. 
Proof ofStep 2. By (3.7), for all positive constants 6 and E we have 
where 
and 
sup I-‘(@) <x. 
+=c 
The vectors (e:.(x,), r= I,..., /J!,) and ( llO,r,c,,,l (u,.), r= 1,. .., p,!) have the same distri- 
bution, where 1, denotes the indicator function of the set A and U, ,. . , II,,, is a sequence of 
i.i.d. r.v.‘s uniformly distributed on [0, 1 1. Thus, the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem implies 
that supdac; P( I fl:,C 4) - NC 4) I 2 &A ‘) --j 0 as n -+x. Moreover the Berry-Esseen in- 
equality entails that supde G P( 1 N I, 1 > S/ (Ks) ) -+ 0 as n + x and &+ cc. 
Proofqf Step 3. For all (I > 0 and S > 0 we have 
P(Q,,>a)~P(QI,>a+6)+P(JQ~I<s)-l. 
Provided that 6 has been chosen small enough, the Step 1 of the proof entails that there 
exist a > 0 and p> 0 such that, inf,,,; P (Q,‘, > cz + 6) > 4~. Finally, by Step 2 we have 
I - infbhtc; P( 1 Qz [ > 6) < ;p for n large enough. We obtain similarly that there exist a > 0 
and p> 0 such that inf,,, P( Q,I < -a) > p for n large enough. 0 
Appendix 
Proposition A. Let 0 < p < 1 and consider a sequence j,, ($ integers such that cc,&” = 
r. and lim,, _ x j,, = = and set 6=n - 1 + XI:: ] j,,. Let (0, .9, P) be u probability space; 
then denote by (A,, k E IQ 1, ( BA, k E il9 ), { C,, k E FQ ) three sequences of .% sets and let ( .Fk, 
k E FU }, ( cr,, k E RJ ) be two sequences of a-fields of .% sets satisfying the following condi- 
tions: 
For all k < ii + j,,: Ak E .:F,,, C, E .Ff,. 
For all n E RJ: A,, E m,,, B,, E Y,, _ , and v,~+,,, =9,, 
Now, consider the ervnts E,,,;,, = E,z,#, U E,,, , where 
E Z,,,=B,i ?I C,i+,> and E&, = BFi h C,,,,, 
,’ = 0 ,’ = (1 
Then, we haL,e the following statement: lj
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E(l,,la,_,) >,p a.s. and E( 1,.,/u,_ ,) >, p U.S. 
far all k > k,,, then 
Proof. By the conditional version of the Borel-Cantelli lemma (see, e.g., Hall and Heyde, 
1985, p. 32), it suffices to prove that Cz=, P(E,, ,,,, /F,,_ ,) = ~0 a.s. But, since F-n-, c 
07i+or-p for 1 -<p < j,, + 1, conditioning successively by a,,+/,, _ , , o;?+~,, --2 ,. . ., o,~_, we 
obtain 
P(ET,,,/.F,,_,) >pj”+‘lR,i as. 
and 
P(E,;,,,/.F,,-,) >/pl”+‘lByi as., 
which implies 
P(E,, ,,,, /.F,,_,)>@“+’ a.s. 0 
Corollary A. Consider the el,ents E,3,Jz = E,z,_ U E,;,,, , where 
and 
Et;,,, = 1qti ~01 n {/j {w,p+k<-u]}. I=o 
There exists a > 0 and b > 0 such that, if j,, = [b log n] then 
P 
Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of Proposition A. C! 
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